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All LSI pump shop personnel have access to our Space Out/Rod Stretch Calculator.  They are mandated to 
use it and provide recommendations with each pump that goes out.  This is an excel program that contains 
proprietary information about our pump designs, so it is not shared externally, but considers the following 
inputs to calculate the space out recommendation. 

a. Pump Model 
b. Rod Size 
c. Pump Lift 
d. Length of Rods in the Hole 
e. Ideal Distance off tagbar ~ 12inches. 
f. Screenshot of the space out calculator is below. 
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This recommendation is given to the consultant with the pump.  Ideally this recommendation is followed, but 
if not, it can cause issues with our feedback and resolution from the next step. 

We have started documenting these recommendations in our product tracking system.  This will ensure we 
are making, communicating, and documenting the recommendation from our side based on the results of 
the PCP Rod Stretch Calculator.  There is also a spot in there for the field contact which will allow trending 
in the future if needed. 
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The third step is a continuous feedback loop from the pump shop inspections that tells us how we are doing 
with these recommendations.  If any adjustments are to be made, they are made to the above stated ideal 
distance off tagbar to bring things into better alignment with respect to space out. 

Below is a screen clip of the detailed feedback information from our product tracking system. 

 
 

In addition, this feedback loop is typically shared in our quarterly pump review meetings.  Below is a 
graphical snapshot based on the inspections performed. 

 
 


